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Abstract: Standard histopathology is currently the gold standard for assessment of margin status
in Mohs surgical removal of skin cancer. Ex vivo confocal microscopy (XVM) is potentially
faster, less costly and inherently 3D/digital compared to standard histopathology. Despite these
advantages, XVM use is not widespread due, in part, to the need for pathologists to retrain to
interpret XVM images. We developed artificial intelligence (AI)-driven XVM pathology by
implementing algorithms that render intuitive XVM pathology images identical to standard
histopathology and produce automated tumor positivity maps. XVM images have fluorescence
labeling of cellular and nuclear biology on the background of endogenous (unstained) reflectance
contrast as a grounding counter-contrast. XVM images of 26 surgical excision specimens
discarded after Mohs micrographic surgery were used to develop an XVM data pipeline with
4 stages: flattening, colorizing, enhancement and automated diagnosis. The first two stages
were novel, deterministic image processing algorithms, and the second two were AI algorithms.
Diagnostic sensitivity and specificity were calculated for basal cell carcinoma detection as proof of
principal for the XVM image processing pipeline. The resulting diagnostic readouts mimicked the
appearance of histopathology and found tumor positivity that required first collapsing the confocal
stack to a 2D image optimized for cellular fluorescence contrast, then a dark field-to-bright
field colorizing transformation, then either an AI image transformation for visual inspection
or an AI diagnostic binary image segmentation of tumor obtaining a diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity of 88% and 91% respectively. These results show that video-assisted micrographic
XVM pathology could feasibly aid margin status determination in micrographic surgery of skin
cancer.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Skin cancer is more common than all other cancer types combined. Basal cell carcinoma (BCC)
is the most common human cancer with incidence exceeding 2,000,000 in the United States
each year. As such, BCC is a significant public health burden with regard to morbidity and
cost. Though most BCCs are readily treated by surgical resection, a subset grow unchecked,
resulting in significant morbidity from massive local tissue damage. Roughly one quarter of
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BCC cases are treated by specialty Mohs micrographic surgery, which is a precise, tissue-sparing
surgical technique involving progressive removal of cancer-containing skin tissue in staged
excisions to ensure complete cancer removal with minimal removal of healthy tissue [1]. There
are approximately 2000 Mohs surgeons in the U.S., some of whom perform 500 to 1000 Mohs
surgeries per year [2]. Mohs surgery offers the highest cure rate for non-melanoma skin cancer
but requires confirmation via frozen section pathology of clear margins at conclusion and
micrographic tumor mapping between stages to provide surgical guidance [3].

Current standard processing methods require the preparation of frozen section slides, which
can introduce sectioning artifacts and take 60 minutes for a single stage/serial excision. To avoid
idle surgical time, patients often wait in crowded waiting rooms between stages while the surgeon
moves on to the next patient, forcing surgeons to re-situate and re-anesthetize patients between
stages and reacquaint themselves with each case. This takes up to 120 minutes under current
workflows. The preparation of physical microscope slides with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining alone costs $30 million/year [4]. Frozen tissue sectioning introduces undesirable ice
artifacts, including epidermal vacuolization, splaying of collagen in the dermis, loss of cellular
architecture, and tissue shrinkage by 11%, [5–7] leading to uncertainty regarding specimen
completeness. Next, the frozen tissue must be sectioned, introducing additional artifacts such as
tissue folds, transposed epidermis, and dark bands caused by knife chatter, all of which make
delineating tumor from normal tissue more difficult [8]. Additional time is then needed to prepare
and stain slides. In >80% of cases, tissue is stained with H&E, [9] although toluidine blue may
also be used, [10] and specialized stains are gaining in popularity for select cases [11]. H&E
slide creation turns precious tissue, that could be banked, into physical glass slides, requiring
storage. Finally, tissue slides must be evaluated by a Mohs surgeon, who is a trained pathologist.
Mohs surgeons could augment their training by learning standardized, AI-driven auto-pathology
derived from XVM. The combination of procedural steps described above results in a lengthy
process, taking as long as 30 minutes for a single excision. Procedures are even longer with
multiple specimens when a patient undergoes surgery for two or more tumors on the same day or
when multiple specimens must be prepared from the same lesion. In the case of staged surgeries
like Mohs surgery, in order to avoid idle surgical time, patients often wait with other patients, all
receiving multiplexed surgeries that can lead to surgeon confusion and detract from the level of
micrographic precision possible.

Additional time to situate, anesthetize, and prep each patient between stages and the need for
the surgeon to reacquaint themselves with each case all limit surgical precision. Because of these
time constraints, a typical Mohs patient will wait an extra 2 to 3 hours due to tissue processing
time alone, and surgery to remove a 5-stage tumor generally takes 5 hours in real time. Expedited
pathology is not only needed to decrease the time a surgical wound is open, facilitating sterility,
but advanced pathological imaging modalities are needed to bring the image information content
up to a level that can support machine learning needs. Currently, the accuracy of pathology is
limited by slide preparation procedures such as freezing and sections, which introduce artifacts,
as well as the 2D nature of the slides/images.

Despite synergy between digital imaging and integration with the electronic medical record,
few novel diagnostic imaging technologies translate into mainstream clinical medicine due to
interpretation difficulties. Clinical and surgical pathologists train visually on slides stained with
H&E, with more hardware and software needed to perform digital and 3D analyses. Though
standard histopathology slides can be digitally imaged, this is limited to few sections, because of
slow processing time. There is a clear need for new rapid, point-of-care pathology solutions that
can process digital images for simple, standardized, accurate interpretation, reducing undesirable
processing artifacts and perioperative complications, and enhancing the accuracy of surgical
outcome [12]. Attempts to digitize an analog process via whole-slide scanning are an inefficient
solution. In addition, perioperative complications are strongly correlated with the duration of
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surgery [13]. New technologies that reduce the total operative time without compromising
outcomes would be valuable to both patients and providers, but confocal microscopy has
previously been too complex and visually uninterpretable. These factors complicating adoption
previously inhibited clinical translation of confocal microscopy, given that histopathology is
already fairly accurate for common skin cancers such as BCC. For visually trained pathologists
evaluating common skin cancers, previous confocal technologies demonstrated average sensitivity
of 98.6 percent and average specificity of 90.70 percent [14–16], but visual interpretability is
needed to drive adoption by all pathologists.

Ex vivo confocal microscopy (XVM), is a revolutionary series of newly invented, miniature,
highresolution pathology imaging devices that image near the surface of excised specimens. [17]
[18]. Figure 1 shows XVM of a typical Mohs surgical excision margin from this study, using the
original XVM [19] for colorizing algorithm. Multimodal, colorized images (e.g. Figure 1) can
feed machine learning to produce automated diagnostics. Their contrast includes fluorescent
nuclear/immunohistochemical labeling and the endogenous reflectance of fresh (not frozen or
fixed) tissues. The power of AI and the richness of multimodal XVM image data enable both
easy visual sensory decoding during pathology reading and pathology suggestions generated by
the AI, such as tumor positivity maps. Scanning time to acquire XVM image data on a typically
sized Mohs specimen ranges from 2 minutes [20] to 17 minutes average, across the data presented
in this study.

Fig. 1. XVM enables pathology by digitally combining [19] fluorescence imaging with
cellular labeling by acridine orange [15] (purple) and endogenous reflectance contrast (pink)
to reveal morphological features used in pathology. For a high-resolution version of this
image, please see Visualization 1.

XVM may enable point-of-care pathology while enhancing the accurate detection of residual
tumor and improving patient outcomes with 1) better margin control via enriched 3D information
content and simplified specimen orientation maintenance, decreasing error and better functional
outcomes; 2) decreased duration of open surgical wounds, reducing the rate of complications;
and 3) a compact, durable, and inexpensive form factor, eliminating the need for bulky and
expensive equipment and for tissue transport to a pathology laboratory. We present proof of
principle for the two remaining components of clinical translation of XVM: visual transformation
of image appearance to resemble standard histology and automated pathological diagnosis on a
pixel-by-pixel basis that identifies segments of cancer (BCC in this proof of principal) positivity.
The first is a human criteria of reference and the second is a data science connection that will
potentially empower medical professionals to utilize AI.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14394632
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2. Methods

As the most common form of skin cancer, BCCs are a natural choice for automated detection of
skin cancer. Pathologists must examine pathology images to diagnose BCC, potentially resulting
in delay, error, and inconsistency. To address the need for standardized, expedited diagnosis,
we created an automated diagnostic AI to identify BCC in pathology images. We acquired a
dataset of BCC XVM images and created gold standard masks using a MATLAB labeler that we
created to label ground truth tumor maps on the colorized XVM images. We adapted a neural
network image segmentation model to train on the dataset and their corresponding masks, which
learns to highlight these nodules in XVM pathology images by predicting a computer-generated,
tumor-identifying binary mask.

To stylize XVM images for display like standard H&E staining, we applied a Cycle Consistency
Generative Adversarial Network (CycleGAN) to the XVM images. It performed a style transfer
for visual interpretation. We also designed an automated diagnostic method to identify BCC that
trained a deep neural network image segmentation model, U-Net, to segment BCC nodules via
supervised AI on ground truth masks. Figure 2 shows the general outline of our method.

Fig. 2. Data pipeline consisting of 3 methods: (1) reflectance and florescence confocal
micrographs are colorized, (2) the XVM image is enhanced using AI and (3) AI is used
to generate binary image segmentation that identifies tumor positivity. This data pipeline
supports both point scanning and line scanning multimodal (reflectance and fluorescence)
images injected at the input and supports both digitally colorized XVM images, digitally-
colorized & AI-enhanced XVM images and standard frozen or fixed section digital pathology
images for injection into the diagnostic AI. Each of two test patches show that the sensitivity
(Se) and specificity (Sp) of BCC detection are high.

Figure 2, which is designed to show the possible variations, includes our image enhancement
AI implemented on a colorized confocal XVM image and an illustration of our diagnostic AI on
a standard frozen section pathology slide. For the latter, the two tumor positivity maps were each
generated using only the single frozen section shown, illustrating excellent performance on a
relatively easy task with a small taring set. Each positivity map (one on each of two patches
immediately below the map) was a produced by a single training run that used the other 8 square
patches as training data and the single patch as a test image. Below, we adapt this approach
illustrated here on a single frozen section image with 9 patches to 26 XVM images and 5359
patches.

2.1. Data acquisition and stack collapsing to optimize fluorescence contrast over lateral
(xy) dimensions

An RSG4 Confocal Microscope (Caliber ID, Rochester NY), equipped with laser sources of
488nm and 532nm wavelengths, and an objective lens for both reflected and fluorescent light,
which it separated and directed to a reflectance detector and a fluorescence detector, respectively.
This setup was used to image specimens and resolve morphologic features of BCC and normal
skin. Surgical specimens, discarded during surgeries at New York University, were stained with
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acridine orange and imaged at The Rockefeller University under IRB approval from New York
University and The Rockefeller University using a previously published protocol. [21]

Due to sample surface irregularity, laterally separated points on the tissue block face showed
maximum cellular fluorescence contrast at K different Z depths. The stained cells of interest
thus formed a 3D manifold within the imaged space, and full 3D images were acquired. To
circumvent the need for a pathologist to analyze all images in a stack for a single case, we
created a MATLAB-based algorithm to generate a single composite image by combining the
highest-contrast lateral surface area elements within a Z-stack, projecting the manifold onto a 2D
image. For imaging in optically-turbid tissues like skin, simpler approaches such as maximum
intensity or summing lead to poor visual contrast. Various approaches have been previously
described for the 2D projection of 3D manifolds – particularly for the study of single layer
epithelial tissues – such as StackFocuser [22], PreMosa [23] and Smooth Manifold Extraction
[24]. In high-contrast image segments, intensity difference is higher when diagonally shifted by
one pixel. By maximizing these intensity differences, regions of maximal contrast from different
Z-stack layers are selected and stitched together to laterally form a mosaic with uniform high
contrast across its surface. This algorithm thus outputs a single image that is a mosaic selected
throughout the input Z-stack. Following a similar sectioning of the 3D stack to the Fiji-based
tool PreMosa, our MATLAB-based algorithm selects the Z-sections of interest based solely on
local contrast. In high-contrast image segments, intensity difference is higher when diagonally
shifted by one pixel. By maximizing these intensity differences, regions of maximal contrast
from different Z-stack layers are selected and stitched together to laterally form a mosaic with
uniform high contrast across its surface.

Images obtained at different z-planes were each loaded into MATLAB as a 3D matrix, with
each pixel’s relative intensity described by a 12-bit integer. the image stack – in this case the 3D
matrix – was thus created by combining the images as layers in a multidimensional array. The x-y
plane was defined by image size, and the number of matrices across the z (the number of layers)
equaled the number of loaded files N. N was typically 8 images taken in 5µm increments in the
z-direction. The 5µm optical section Z-spacing, which is more sparse than Nyquist sampling,
was chosen to keep the overall stack imaging acquisition time short, while ensuring sampling all
cells, since skin cells are at least 5µm in size. The average imaging time for N = 8 Z optical
sections was 17 minutes.

stack = [ai,j,k] = [[ai,j,1], [ai,j,2], . . . [ai,j,K]] (1)

Image1 = [ai,j,1] ,
Image2 = [ai,j,2]

· · ·

ImageN = [ai,j,K]

A square surface, i.e. "window," was established of a given side length w1 = 3 pixels = 1.5 µm
that represented a greater size than the a single pixel (so as to ease computational time) and a
smaller size than a cell (so as to make the algorithm visualize whole cells continuously). In each
lateral window image element of 9 pixels, the same element was evaluated throughout the Z stack
to determine which Z position had the best nuclear fluorescence contrast in order to pick that Z
location for the final image within that element. The evaluation of fluorescence contrast intensity
was performed over a larger window with the same X-Y center as w1, w2 = 40 pixels = 20 µm.
20 µm was chosen to evaluate fluorescence contrast because it is at least the half width of the
largest (bright) cells in the skin. This window is maximally sensitive to fluorescence contrast,
where any given spatial orientation of the window will safely include some bright area inside the
cell and some dark area outside the cell.
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A triple for loop sampled the XVM in w1-sized increments across the first (X) and second (Y)
dimensions. At each w1 x w1 window, w2 x w2 x K submatrix was sampled from the image stack.
All w1 x w1 sampled matrices accounted for the totality of the stack with the exception of the
border regions within 20 µm from the outer image border.

The overall processing time on our Windows 10 PC, with an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU running
at 3.2 GHz and with 64 GB RAM, for this data transformation was 3-5 minutes for specimens of
average size (e.g. Fig. 1).

sampled = stack(i : i + w1, j : j + w1, k) (2)

was defined iteratively within a triple loop for all three dimensions, using the variables i, j and k;

1st dimension loop: for i = 1 : w1 : rows − w1

2nd dimension loop: for j = 1 : w1 : cols − w1

3rd dimension loop: for k = 1 : K

Which can be mathematically defined by the following arrays:

i = an : {1 + (n − 1)w1} n ∈ ([1,
rows − 1

w1
] ∩ Z) (3)

j = an′ : {1 + (n′ − 1)w1} n′ ∈ ([1,
cols − 1

w1
] ∩ Z)

k = {1, 2, . . .K}

The sampled submatrix being:

sampled = [bi,j,k] = [[bi,j,1], [bi,j,2], . . . [bi,j,K]] (4)

Each submatrix sampled from the z-stack underwent a diagonal shift by one element pixel in
the xy-plane, as a result of two circular shifts of one pixel in the 1st and 2nd dimension. The
function "circshift" was used:

shiftedSampled = circshift(sampled, 1, 1) (5)

shiftedSampled = circshift(shiftedSampled, 1, 2)
shiftedSampled = [ci,j,k] = [[ci,j,1], [ci,j,2], . . . [ci,j,K]]

To create a gradient image, the intensity difference was measured for every pixel pair with the
same X-Y-Z coordinates between the shifted and non-shifted matrices, and collapsed as a total
sum of absolute differences into a matrix. The detection of maximal contrast was gradient-based,
following the assumption that high-contrast images present sharper edges and higher contrast.
Therefore, the absolute sum of intensity differences would always be higher in higher-contrast
areas. The following line of code accounts for the mathematical operation:

diffSampled(k) = sum(sum(abs(sampled(k) − shiftedSampled(k)))) (6)

diffSampled =
Nx∑︂
j=1

Ny∑︂
i=1

|sampled − shiftedSampled | =
Nx∑︂
j=1

Ny∑︂
i=1

|[bi,j,k] − [ci,j,k]| = [d1,1,k] (7)

The Z-plane with the highest contrast was identified as the layer with the highest sum value.
The "max" function was used within the loop, which returned the maximum value M and the
corresponding index I, the layer of the 3D matrix in which M is located. Although fluorescence
contrast was quantified using the 20 µm x 20 µm w2 window, the 1.5 µm x 1.5 µm w1 window
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(with the same x-y center coordinates) was selected as the Z representation for the final image.
The final composite image was formed by incorporating the maximal contrast layer of each
sampled window into a bi-dimensional matrix.

[M, I] = max(diffSampled) (8)

FlattenedImage(i : i + w1, j : j + w1) = stack(i : i + w1, j : j + w1, I) = [ei,j] (9)

Dark-field fluorescence and reflectance images are converted [19] to bright-field and combined
into one fusion image. The fluorescent signal from acridine orange is transformed into a
purple color gradient, mimicking the hematoxylin stain. Reflectance signal is colored pink to
resemble eosin. After colorization and transformation of the input Z-stack into a single image as
described above and shown in Fig. 3(a)-(b), the reflectance artifact from the glass/water interface
surrounding the sample was mostly removed by masking (Fig. 3(a) and (c)). The mask to remove
the reflectance artifact was generated by thresholding the fluorescence part of the composite
image at a very low threshold to clearly delineate areas of tissue, where there is some background
fluorescence due to ubiquitous, low-level acridine orange staining and outside this area, there is
no florescence at all because the reflecting (artifact) surface is clean of fluorescence completely.
Figure 3(c) shows the effect of some pooled fluorescent liquid on the bottom right of the sample
where this mask failed to exclude the non-tissue area where some acridine orange had pooled.

2.2. AI for image enhancement

For display, a cycle-consistent generative adversarial network (CycleGAN) [25] was used to
perform style transfer from colorized XVM images (domain A) to natural H&E images (domain
B) using the technique we previously reported [26].

We trained the style-transfer CycleGAN on 759 XVM patches from several XVM slides
and 282 histology patches extracted from a single slide (the one with the best proportion of
hematoxylin and eosin stains). The CycleGAN was trained with Adam optimization and a
learning rate of 2e - 4. It consisted of two generator and discriminator pairs. The first pair tries to
map images from domain A to domain B, while the second pair undergoes the contrary operation.
The generators’ task is to create images that the discriminators are unable to distinguish from
real samples. In this work, we use a ResNet [27] architecture in the generators and a PatchNet
[28] in the discriminators.

2.3. AI for diagnosis

We trained the BCC segmentation architecture on 26 XVM whole slide-images (e.g. Figure 1)
divided into patches of size 1128 x 1128 pixels (Fig. 4, right) large enough to ensure the inclusion
of whole morphology such as epidermis, hair follicle and BCC tumor. Each patch, of 5359 total,
was paired with a manually-created binary mask delimiting malignant regions containing BCC.
Each patch (red square, Fig. 2(b)) was fed through MATLAB-based display and capture by the
engineer (Co-Author Daniel Gareau) in consult with the confocal pathologists (Co-Authors John
Carucci and Manu Jain). Tumor labeling was manual and included only the solid body of BCC
tumors. When blank voids in the fresh-tissue XVM appeared to resemble "tumor clefting" in
standard H&E, these areas just adjacent the tumor bodies were included in the tumor label. The
dataset was imbalanced, presenting only 243 patches containing BCC, which represented 4.5 %
of the total number of pixels in the study. We provide the image and corresponding label data set
as supplementary material to this report (Dataset 1 [29]).

We used the U-Net architecture [30] to segment BCC regions in the XMV images. An
EfficientNet-B0 [31], which had been previously pre-trained on ImageNet [32], was used as
the encoder path of the network. Data augmentation to reduce over-fitting and improved
generalization included rotation, width and height shift, shear, zoom, horizontal flip, and color

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4670596
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Fig. 3. Visual illustration of the results of image processing (Eqs. 1–9) for collapsing ex vivo
microscopy image stacks: (a) and (b) show different optical sections with complementary
regions of maximum fluorescence contrast and (c) shows the result of collapsing and
reflectance artifact removal.

augmentations. An Adam Optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4 was used to train the model,
reducing the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 when the validation loss stopped improving for more
than 5 epochs. Early stopping was used to stop the training loop once the model had converged.

3. Results

We found that style-transformed XVM images (Fig. 5) were strikingly similar to conventional
pathology, greatly increasing the rate of image interpretation from a human perspective. This
may be worth the computational cost (e.g. 15000 x 10000 px XVM image can be transformed in
less than 3 minutes on a NVIDIA Tesla K80 using PyTorch).

The diagnostic performance of the UNET automated pathology segmentation is reported in
Table 1 using K-Fold (k=5) cross validation to divide the whole slide images into train and test
splits of 80% and 20% images respectively.

XVM is a fast alternative procedure for the processing and imaging of surgically-excised skin
tissue for pathological evaluation. Areas of high contrast are combined from images layers taken
at different focal Z-planes to form a single image with full coverage (Fig. 3). Dark-field, grey-scale
reflectance confocal images are transformed via digital staining to bright-field, mimicking standard
histology. The nuclear fluorescent signal is set to a purple color scale and cytoplasmic and
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Fig. 4. (a) 10x Viewing enabled tumor (eg. bottom left) identification. Each image was
divided into patches (b) where all patches were labeled normal except patches containing the
manually delimited tumor region (blue line and shading). Each tumor containing patch (red
outline) was manually labeled to create tumor positivity delimiters that contoured to tumor
nests.

Fig. 5. AI-enhanced XVM image (top left) colorized by CycleGAN as extracted from the
original XVM colorized image (bottom) shows a hair follicle (HF), basal cell carcinoma
(BCC) and inflammation in the dermis.
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Table 1. Pixel sensitivity, specificity and
balanced accuracy scores for segmentation

model (K-Fold Cross Validation K = 5). A total of
5359 patches from 26 images were divided into
80% dedicated to training and 20% dedicated to
testing to produce these statistics. Each patch
that contained both tumor and normal tissue

produced a single sensitivity and specificity by
characterizing each of its pixels as true positive,
true negative, false positive or false negative and

then following the standard calculation for
sensitivity and specificity using the total

numbers of those four diagnosis pixel types. The
mean values for sensitivity and specificity are

shown plus or minus the standard deviation. The
balances accuracy was calculated using all
patches, even when no tumor positivity was

present.

Scoring Metric Train Test

Sensitivity 0.98 +/- 0.01 0.878 +/- 0.11

Specificity 0.93 +/- 0.01 0.914 +/- 0.05

Balanced Accuracy 0.96 +/- 0.01 0.887 +/- 0.05

extracellular features from the reflectance signal are colored pink, thus resembling the coloration
of hematoxylin and eosin. Reflectance artifacts from outside the tissue sample are significantly
reduced by masking. The final image displays cellular resolution for pathological assessment.
No additional specialized training is required for analysis of these images by pathologists, as
the digital stain provides a H&E appearance that allows them to be analyzed analogously to
standard histology, as the CycleGAN architecture for stain transfer is capable of producing
realistic H&E-like images.

This is the first step in creating a standardized AI approach for BCC diagnosis. The next steps
involve multi-class segmentation, such as differentiation between dermis and background or other
skin cancers and model generalizability between tissues and microscope types. This is a surgeon
interface that supports rapid pathological assessment and AI diagnostics for pathological features,
expediting and standardizing the BCC diagnosis process. The methods described in this paper
will undergo clinical validation and their diagnostic accuracy will be tested in future work.

4. Discussion

Collapsing 3D XVM creates a composite image without dropout for rapid margin assessment
compared to the time required to thaw, re-embed, re-freeze, recut and stain deeper sections. Thus,
digital XVM could provide a distinct time and sensitivity advantage to patients who currently
often wait in crowded waiting rooms between stages while the surgeon moves on the next patient,
with limited ability to practice recommended social distancing during the current COVID-19
pandemic. Since histopathological processing methods prolong operative times, they decrease
the overall patient experience and increase the risk of perioperative complications, including skin
infections, bleeding or hematoma, wound dehiscence (disruption of recently repaired wounds),
tissue necrosis, and pain. [33] Though Mohs surgeries typically produce clean wounds, these
issues are more extreme in wounds in the gastrointestinal tract at an increased risk of becoming
infected, where XVM will also likely translate.

The platform can be applied to allow a surgeon in the operating room to obtain pathological
consult instantaneously, from an expert located half a world away. Digitization also paves the way
to tap into AI algorithms as we have demonstrated with the ability to use our system not only to
image but also to diagnose BCC. This platform will serve the surgeon of the future by changing
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present day workflow patterns. In Mohs, the surgeon will be able to excise, process, and obtain an
instantaneous diagnostic answer about the specimen in real time to decide on further excision vs.
wound repair. This will result in increased patient satisfaction, shorter wait times, and decreased
risk for infection or bleeding as overall visit times decrease. The XVM platform will lead to an
enhanced patient experience, increased rates of cure and decreased rates of surgical morbidity.

4.1. Translation of XVM

A particularly striking feature of the style-transformed XVM is the nuclear and cellular detail
(e.g. Figure 5 top left vs. Figure 5 top right). This raises the question of whether such detail
is appropriate for auto-pathology (e.g. Figure 6(c)) or for standard human visual pathology, or
both, or neither. Another question is whether such detail increases or decreases the diagnostic
accuracy, and that question must be addressed in the context of the ground truth source, whether
it be hand labeling as done here or more robust methods like genomics profiling.

Fig. 6. Application of AI diagnosis to ex vivo microscopy (XVM): (a) XVM of micronodular
basal cell carcinoma (b) Zoomed region of the XVM (c) segmentation by the UNET
Architecture

On one hand, the AI-added detail does not come from the particular specimen being imaged
so it may be unethical to diagnose a case medically, particularly if there is a discrepancy between
the phenotype trained on by the AI and the phenotype of the patient.

On the other hand, AI can potentially predict and visualize things through associations. An
example might be AI favoring infiltrating leukocyte display when the reflectance shows the
collagen patterns (ultra-structural, stromal) resulting from metal metalo-protease remodeling.
This could, for instance, correct insufficient fluorescent nuclear stain and rescue readable purple
cellular contrast. If accurate, enhanced cellular detail would facilitate diagnosis of tumor for
squamous cell carcinoma with poor histologic differentiation [34,35]. Poorly differentiated
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) shows higher rates of margin positivity [36] and higher likelihood
of poor outcome in the form of metastatic events and ultimately, disease specific death. Thus,
accurate margin interpretation is crucial and yet potentially more difficult in deeply invasive,
poorly differentiated SCC. Kinoshita et al. [34] noted cytological features such as a streaming
arrangement, a necrotic background, nucleolar enlargement and cannibalism are useful indicators
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for the diagnosis of SCC of the breast. Increased resolution and enhanced visualization of cellular
detail will render evaluation of subtle nuclear features of SCC.

4.2. Clinical translation

XVM [17,18] is potentially faster, less costly and inherently 3D/digital compared to histopathology
as a standardized, medical diagnostic for the 9,500 Americans diagnosed with skin cancer every
day [37]. AI helps XVM bridge translational gaps in histologic diagnosis. Reflectance mode
confocal microscopy offers a more detailed view of the tumor being studied. This is analogous
to a high resolution view offering enhanced visualization via the reflectance mode of XVM,
whereby small amounts of tumor (not readily accessible with standard histopathology) can
be detected [38] as surgeons dissect their way through normal stroma. In the case of poorly
differentiated squamous cell carcinoma, which may evade detection on conventional H&E
without additional keratin stains [39], this may be life-saving considering that SCC eventuates
in 10,000 deaths annually in the United States [40–42]. The inherent 3D nature of XVM offers
advantages regarding complete evaluation of the histologic specimen. In this work we use the
3rd dimension for completeness of the lateral margin surface area and good cellular imaging
therein. In future work, landmark detection for all cells in 3D will likely enable more data-rich
diagnostic assessment. Thus the two value propositions for clinical translations are that XVM
offers to reduce cost, morbidity and mortality within today’s existing system and provides an
avenue to more advanced digital pathology systems in the future.

Mohs surgery is predicated on evaluation of 100% of the epidermal and deep surface of a
tissue specimen [43]. This eliminates false negative evaluations obtained through standard bread
loafing routinely performed in pathology laboratories. En face sectioning in the pathology lab
puts several degrees of separation between the surgeon and the appointed areas of positivity,
which can contribute to greater likelihood of error not encountered in Mohs, since the surgeon
excises the tissue, prepares it grossly and maps it prior to having slides made and interpreted
by that surgeon with no degrees of separation added. Evaluation of the entire epidermal and
deep surface is sometimes difficult and deeper sections may be required (so-called recuts). Here,
another advantage of XVM becomes clear, however, several steps are needed to develop XVM
into a clinical diagnostic. Figure 7 shows a potential development path.

Fig. 7. The workflow and process for optimum XVM clinical translation includes three
phases: 1) a data acquisition phase where XVM images and correlating ground truth maps
are obtained for a particular disease (e.g. BCC), 2) a data processing and machine learning
phase where first the raw confocal images are conditioned by despecking (reflectance) and
contrast equalization (fluorescence) and then the machine learning is trained, combining the
XVM data and the ground truth positivity maps to form a classifier that is able to output
predicted positivity maps given new XVM input, and 3) a user interface that combines the
H&E digitally stained image with indications of tumor positivity and enhanced visualization
vie zoom, pan and rotate with a touch screen.
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